BIographies DIRECTORY OF THE AMERICAN CONGRESS

Resolved by the House of Representatives (the Senate concurring),
That there shall be compiled and printed, with illustrations as a
House document, in such style and form as may be directed by the
Joint Committee on Printing, a revised edition of the Biographical
Directory of the American Congress up to and including the Eighty-
sixth Congress (1774–1960); and that six thousand five hundred
additional copies shall be printed, of which four thousand four
hundred copies shall be for the use of the House of Representatives,
one thousand six hundred copies for the use of the Senate, and five
hundred copies for the use of the Joint Committee on Printing.

DEPORTATION SUSPENSIONS

Resolved by the Senate (the House of Representatives concurring),
That the Congress favors the suspension of deportation in the case of
each alien hereinafter named, in which case the Attorney General has
suspended deportation pursuant to the provisions of section 244 (a)
(5) of the Immigration and Nationality Act (66 Stat. 214; 8 U. S. C.
1254 (c)):
A-10150440, Herrmann, William Ernst.
A-1607807, Latva, Karl Assari.
A-2752014, Nagae, Toshiyoshi.
A-2183058, Ritchie, Anna.
A-2429851, Rotzer, John.
A-2476354, Akelaitis, Anthony Peter.
A-5591361, Brisbeno-Cerano, Pablo.
A-2153418, Gerard, Thursa Bashey.
A-4296775, Phillipou, Michael.
A-5077628, Abrams, William.
A-1884341, Billeck, Mike.
A-1223150, Franzone, Peter.
A-8765622, Ramos-Alonzo, Valentin.
A-4753944, Souza, Manuel Francis.
A-1024497, Strk, Ilija.
A-4317698, Vir, David.
A-884394, Waulke, Samuel S.
A-5940048, Wienski (Wiensky), Nicholas.
A-5358232, Contreras-Munoz, Jose.
A-596807, Cehringer, Henry Charles.
A-5472840, Derymonjian, Osakan.
A-4285329, Heeney, William Michael Francis.
A-4765082, Lledo, Jaime Cano.
A-5967889, Pietzak, Joseph Adam.
A-5093624, Anthonis, Frank.
A-3009457, Butler, Anna Lucretia.
A-4335159, Gugenhan, Frederick.
A-4011582, Luper, Max.
A-4307376, Orosco, Nabor.
A-1199762, Thompson, Arthur Fisher.
A-4792609, Tima, Emery James.
A-5418531, Kuch, Bronislaw.
A-2743556, Nunez-Arreguin, Francisco.
A-4539823, Sailer, Johann N.
A-1852300, Valdastr, Joseph.
A-10139136, Weiner, Benjamin.